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CHAPTER

I

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF DONNE

CHAPTER

I

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF DONNE

In the year 1513 when Shakespeare and Marlowe
were already boys of nine, Chapman in adolescence,
Spenser, Lyly and Richard Hooker men of twenty, John
Donne, then important to only a few but destined to
the campany of royalty, was born.
Walton says, in his very excellent but inadequate and often inaccurate "Lives of Dr. John Donne,
etc. ," that his father was descended "from an ancient
and worthy family in Wales."

Gosse, however, calls

this simply "a pious wish" because nothing is known
of his father's parentage.

He was a prosperotis iron

merchant of London, who died in 1516 leaving his family in very comfortable circumstances.
The poet's mother's great-grandmother was a sister to Sir Thomas More, sometime Lord Chancellor of
England.

She maintained her Catholic faith, as had

her family ever since the days of Henry VIII, all her
life.

Her family had been persecuted more than once

for fidelity to Rome and in his preface to Pseudo Martyr John Donne asserts that his own family had seen
as great persecution as any of the same size and posi-
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tion in England.

In 1593 Henry Donne, a younger

brother of John, died of a fever which he contracted while in prison for having concealed a Jesuit
priest in his room.
John was given the first part of his education
under a private tutor in his father's house.
ten years of

a~

he was sent to Oxford.

years there he went to Trinity

Colleg~,

When

After four
Cambrid~,

where he stayed until his seventeenth year.

He was

a good student and worthy of degrees, but his Catholic inclinations prevented his taking the oath required of those receiving degrees at that time.
The years 1590 to 1601 were given nominally to
the study of law, but Donne actually studied many
t h ings.

In 1591, then only eighteen years of age,

he sat for a portrait in soldier's garb; probably
before 1596 he had spent some time in Italy and
Spain where he had learned both

langua~s;

in 1596

he saw service in the battle of Cadiz with the Earl
of Essex when the Spanish fleet was defeated; and in
1598 he became secretary to Lord Thomas Egerton, then
Lord Keeper of the Seal who later became Lord High
Chancellor under James I, which position he held until he was disQharged at the demand of an irate father-in-law.

These were his best years as a lyrical

poet if we accept Ben Johnson's words to Drummond of
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Hawthornden that he had written "All his best pieces
ere he was twenty-five years old."

As to his reli-

gious inclinations during this period Craik l holds
that in 1592 he defini tely cast "hi s lot with the
English Church, but it was long before he took orders."

It is true that Donne was studying the ology

but Craik is mistaken about his having embraced the
Anglican faith by this time because Walton, 2 speaking of the time after 1591, says that Donne "had betrothed himself to no religion that might give him
any other denomination than a Christian.

And reason

and piety had both persuaded him that there could be
no such sin as Schism, if an adherence to some visible church were not necessary."

"Reason" surely was

mu ch in evidence but when one reads his poetry of
this period and faces his reckless days of lax living, the word "piety" is given less acceptance.

Gosse

must be correct when he says that "As soon as Donne
found himself free from his mother's tutelage his attachment to the Catholic faith began to decline.

Pres-

ently his indifference to its practice, combined with
an intellectual scepticism as to its tenets, led him
away from any Christian communion, yet all the while
lCraik: "English Prose," vol. 2, p . 83. Sketch
by George Saintsbury.
Wal ton: "Li ves of Dr. John Donne, etc.," London
1898. p. 11.
of

l~fe
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he nourished a kind of dormant religiosity, ready to
break forth into flame as soon as t he tumult of the
senses and the enraged curiosity of life h ad been
somewh a t assuaged by experience.

Inwardly the seed

of spiritual life was healthy, and was biding its
time for expansion; externally, we may picture John
Donne. from 1590 to 1600, as leading a life of fair
propriety in action perhaps, but one in which religion and sanctity of purpose could not be suspected
by the closest observer." 1
Vfuile secretary to Lord Egerton, Donne won h is
employer's favor to the extent that h e enj oye d the
hospitality of his h ome.
h ouseh old was Anne

Another me mber of the

ore, niece to Lady Egerton and

daughter to Sir George More, Cancellor of the Garter
and Lieutenent of t he Tower.

A mutual regard arose

between the two young people, and after Lady E gerton's de a t h , while Anne acted as mistre s s of the
house, greater opp ortunities to be together brought
about the natural t hin g for kindred souls.

When Lord

Egerton de ci ded to marry a gain and it was k n own that
Anne would no longer be a member of the house h old,
desperate plans were made wh ich resulted in their mar-

lGo8se: "Life and Letters of John Dorme," v. 1, p.
27 f.
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riage on the 5th of December 1601.

When Sir George

heard of hi s daughter's marriage he was so enraged

.

that he persuaded Lord Egerton to di smi ss Donne from
his services, and secured his imprisonment on the
ground of violation of civil and canon laws.

He was

soon released from prison, but it was some time before Donne was able to ge t his wife from her father's
house.
His habits of extravagance and his troubles, together with the loss of his position, had by t his
time reduced his exchequer to an embarrassing state.
Sir George's forgiveness was finally obtained (Gosse
gives some interesting letters of Donne's to his
father-in-law about this time), and h e tried to secure h is re-instatement with Lord Egerton, but was
unsuccessful.

When he gave the devoted couple his

blessing, Sir George ne glected the material variety,
and Donne, now twenty-nine years of age, found himself with gre a tly added responsibilities, but without
either money or employment.
During the yeax 1602, however, a cousin of Mrs.
Donne's, Sir Francis Wooley, came of age, and immediately invited the Donnes to make Pyrford their
temporary home.

The years that immediately follow

are largely blank to us, but in 1605 we find him living at Mitcham, having moved away from Pyrford in or-
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der to be nearer to London, and possibly for other
reasons as well.
Donne's rash marriage blasted his hopes of
political preferment, and now we find that he resurned hi s theolOgical studies, having already digested, as he says, 'the wh ole body of divinity , controverted between ours and the Raman Church.'

In

1605 he assi sted Dr. Thomas Morton in hi s controversies with the Roman Catholic writers.

During their

work together Dr. Morton tri ed to persuade Donne to
take orders and offered him a living from his own
estates, but Donne declined the offer, not yet ready
to accept such a calling, partly, I believe, because
of hope of court preferment, but chiefly fram a sense
of unworthiness.
Nothing came from h is court schemes and with
very small if any income, h e was often in great need.
His position was anomalous.

At t hirty-four years

of age. while "one of the most learned of Ii ving
Englishmen in the law, he was not a lawyer; a profound theologian, he was not in orders; wi t h a throng
of exalted relations and friends, he possessed no
post at court."l
These were the most trying years of his life.
Sickness and death were

fr~quent

visitors in his

IGosse: "Li fe and Letters of John Donne," v. 1,
p. 155.
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home and poverty was a member of the family.

In a

letter written in the fall of 1608 he bewails his own
condi ti on:

"If , it be gout, I am mi serable; f or that

affects dangerous parts, as my neck and breast, and
(I think fearfully) my stomach, but it will not kill
me yet; I shall be in this world, like a porter in a
great house, ever nearest the door but seldam abroad;
I shall have many things to make me weary, and yet
not get leave to be gone."l

In a letter to Lord Hay

which Gosse (vol. 1, p. 203) places at about the end
of this period he hopes for "that place in Ireland"
but fails to receive it.
Surely a man who had an open door to instant
relief from his position of abject poverty and want,
by accepting urgent offers to take orders--and with
all other avenues of relief closed for over three
years-would have accepted thi s means of relieving
hi s family and himself had he not had very high
ideals for the ministry and a determination not to
enter so high a profession for purely mercenary
reasons!
It was likely in 1608 that Donne wrote his second
prose work, "Biathanatos," in which he deals with "selfhomicide."
1

Gosse is sure that Donne, because of his

Gosse: "Life and Letters of John Donne,1! v. 1,

p. 195.

9

own wretched condition often entertained thoughts of
suicide, and was here tryin g to excuse h imself if
he s h oul d some day yield to that temptation.
on to say: "If t hi s i

8

He goes

not tre purpose and aim of

Biathana tos. then it appears to me the idlest trifling
with the dry bones of dis putation that was ever committed." I In t h is book whic h he afterward forbade to
be publi shed or burned, Donne defends suicide with
such clever reasonin g t hat h is friends could not discover his fallac y . and he admits in the preface that
"whensoever any affliction assails me, methinks I
have tte keys of my prison in my own hand, and no
remedy present s itself

80

soon to my he a rt as mine

own sword."
This thre at seems to h ave urged Sir Francis
Wooley to persuade Sir George More to pay to the
Donnes. as Mrs. Donne's dowry, ..aOO,

~20

quarterly till t h e principal was retired.

to be paid
This gave

Donne a very good income and eleva ted h is spirits.
He could now afford the dress th at custom required
of t h ose wh o appe ared at court, and we find him still
hopin g for preferment.

In 1609 he s ays in a letter

that 'John Donne s eeks to be Secretary at Virginia.'
In 1609 he wrote h i s "Pseudo Martyr," at the re1

Gosse. v.I. p. 263.
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quest of the King, the book being published in 1610.
This was the first of his prose works to be printed.
In this book he argues against the attitude of Catholics towards the oath of allegiance.
On the 17th of April 1610, Donne received the
honorary degree of Master of Arts from the University
of Oxford, being allowed to receive the degree without the preliminary B. A.
From 1610 to about 1612, while in the home of
Sir Robert Drury, Donne seems to have abandoned the
study of theology.
011

He had written a funeral elegy

the death of Elizabeth Drury, Sir Robert's

only

child, and was immediately taken into his patronage
and given a rent-free house in Drury-lane.

In 1612

he was in Paris wi th the Drury's, returning to London
about the first of September of that year.
Gosse dates a letter in October 1612 (vol. 2,
p. 21) in which Donne introduces himself to Lord
Rochester, and, probably for the first time, declares
his intention to mak e divinity his profession.

Gosse

thinks that Rochester discouraged Donne's resolution
by holding out further hopes of success at court.

At

any rate, nothing more is said about it, so far as
our records go, unti 1 three years 1 ater.
The year 1613 was spent in impatient waiting for
'something to turn up: hi s wife's allowance supplying

11
the nece ssi tie s of life.
est years of h is life.

Eu t16l4 was one of the darkOne child, Mary, died in May,

and Donne himself had a very serious illness.

Gosse

says: "He was arnbi ti ous, he was eager to be independent, he was justly confident in his marvellous

pow~

ers, and yet at the age of forty, Donne, perhaps the
most brilliantly equipped mind in his Majesty's dominions, was a nobody and a nothing still."l

A

realization of these facts added to his other troubles
brought Donne to the point of desperation.

.About this

time rumors began to go about of the instability of
Rochester (now Somerset) and Donne became frantic lest
all his hopes s hould miscarry.

He went to Somerset

in November 1614 and Somerset, at his demand, went
at once to the King to try to secure an appointment
far him.

This tre King denied him saying: "I know

1 r. Donne is a learned man, has the abilities of a
learned divine, and will prove a successful preacher;
and my desire is to prefer him in that way, and in
that way I wi 11 deny you no thing for him." 2
Somerset then brought Donne into the King's
presence and "the King 'descended to a persuasion,
almost to a solicitation of him, to enter into sa-

lGosse:"Life and Letters of John Donne," vol. 2,
p. 3~

Gosse,vol 2, p. 60.
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cred orders.'" 1

After a few days for consideration,

Donne decided to accept the King's counsel and began to prepare himself for t he ordination, which, according to Dr. Jessop's conj ecture, took place on
the 25th of January, 1615.
On April 7th following, Donne was given the degree of D. D. by the Uni versi ty of Cambri dge.

Gosse 2

shows that t his was done at the King's command and
with no little reluctance by the authorities of the
Uni versi ty.
As a pre ach er Donne me t wi th imme di ate au cce sa.
Walton tells us that he even went beyond what was expected of him in h is first sermon.
In October 1616, Donne was appointed Divinity
Reader to the Benchers of Lincoln's Inn, and during
the yeu he also was presented with two country
Ii vings.
"In March 1617, Donne was appointed to preach in
the famous open-air pulpit of London at Paul's Cross.
before the Lords of the Council and the City Magistrates.

. . . Donne on hi s first appeCl.rance in t h is

open-air pulpit pre&ched a sermon of enormous length,

1 Gosse, vol. 2, p. 60.

2 Ibid , vol. 2, p. 84.
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which, if delivered as printed, must have kept his
audience standing for at least two hours. 1

It was,

h owever, in contemp orary opinion 'a dainty sermon,'
and was 'exceedin gly well liked' especially for the
praise he gave to Q,ueen Elizabeth. 112
In

Au gu s t

1617 Donne' s wi fe di ed, 1 e a vi n g him

seven children to care for.

This was God's final

act in the preparation of His servant for His work.
Donne pramised his children that they should never
have a s tep-mo the r, and he remaine d true t
promise.

0

hi s

The shock was great, but he became the more

devoted to his cal ling rather than rebellious at
GOd's dea.lings.

"It was the loss of his wife which

brought about the final process of sanctification and
illuminati on.

The morbid strain in Donne's

temperament asserted itself at first, e.s it often
does in such cases.

He shrank from all communication

with his friends; he nursed h is grief by staying at
home in solitary despair, or by darkening with h is
presence the group of h is motherless children.,,3 But
soon Donne · had overcome the sh ock of h is loss and a
new day began to daml, a day of spiritual devotion

lGosse estimates that t h is sermon re quired two
and forty minutes for delivery.
3 II Donne , s Sermons," Pearsall Smith, Int. xliii.
Gosse, Vol. 2, p. 101.

hour~
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and power that he himself had not known and that h is
generation had not seen before.

His mind and energy

had been dedic a ted to God before, n ow the process was
completed by a heart and soul set on fire for h is
Saviour.

What had been more or less a profession now

became a passion with Donne, and he became as Walton
says: "Crucified to the world, U and all the worldly
things that had attracted him were ucrucified to him.
In 1619, Donne's physical condi ti on being very
poor, he was sent with Lord Doncaster on a mission
to Germany.

This trip l a sted from May 1619 until

January 1620 and it was the thing that Donne needed
to put him on h is feet again.

His premonitions as

to his app roach ing de a th seem to h ave been forgotten
on t h is trip, as we have no mention of h is malady in
his letters.

We have in print one of the two ser-

mons he pre a ched before the Electre ss Palatine and
a sermon that he pre a ched at the Hague while on t his
trip.

The latter sermon he afterwards enlarged into

two sermons.
In November 1621, Donne was duly elected Dean
of St. Pauls, the King having "carved" to him t his
"dish" at a di nner to which he had invited him.
pre ~ched

He

his first sermon in the cathedral on Christ-

mas Day, 1621.

His Christmas sermons, wbich he

preached at st. Paul's every year thereafter except

It
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at the end of his life have been preserved, as have
also hi s Easter Day and Whi tsunday and other sermons
on spe ci

a~

occasi ons.

February 11, 1622 he resigned his Preachership
at Lincoln's Inn and reluctantly took leave of his
friends who had known and loved him both as Jack
Donne and as Dr. Donne, in all that the two names
signified.
In October 1623 he had a very serious attack of
the disease .which finally caused his death, end for
some time his life was despaired of.

During his long

convalescence he wrote his "Devotions," which volume
was published in 1624.
The plague drove him out of hi s beloved London
in 1625 and he took refuge with his old friend Magdalen Herbert, George Herbert's mother, who was now
Lady John Danvers, living in the village of Chelsea.
During the last few years of Donne's life there
are few things of i mportance to relate.

He preached

before the new King, Charles I, in April 1625, the
sermon being printed at once.

In the summer of 1630

Charles I planned to promote h im to the prelacy, but
his complete and fin a l breakdown in he Qlth prevented
his ever receiving a bishopric.
On the 12th of February, 1631, Donne preached his
last sermon.

He was in a very frail condition, not
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really able to stand in the pulpit, as Walton tells
us, but he was determined to keep his customary appointment to preach at t h is time before the King at
Whitehall.

His text was:

'To God the Lord belong the

issues from death,' and to his audience he was preachafte~

ing his own funeral sermon.

Soon

this sermon was published as

"~ath'

his death

s Duel."

Before his death, having been "easily persuaded"
to leave a monument to himself in the Cathedral, Donne
had himself wrapped in a sheet whi ch was. as Walton
says, "So tied with knots at his head and feet. and
his hands so placed as dead bodies are usually fitted
to be shrouded and pu t into tbeir coffin or grave. III
And. standing upon an urn with his eyes closed and
hi s face "purposely turned toward the east, II he had
a picture painted from which a statue was l a ter modeled.

This statue may be seen to-day in st. Paul's

Cathedral.
Having cornple ted all h i s arrangements for the departure, Donne patiently waited.

On the 31st day of

March he passed away with these last words; "Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done."

lWalton: "Lives of Dr. John Donne, etc.," p. 95.

CHAPTER

DONl~l

II

S THE OLOGICAL STUDIES AND
conVICTIONS

CHAPTER

II

DONNE'S THEOLOGICAL STUDIES AND CONVICTIONS

A few years before Donne was born Q.ueen Elizabeth was formally excommunicated, and h e r subjects
were absolved from allegiance to her, by the Pope,
b e cause sh e refused eith er to a ck nowledge h is supremacy or to h eed h i s appeals for relief to Catholic communicants who refused to join the English
Church.
A number of Donne's rel a tives moved away from
En gland bec ause of these persecutions.

Two of h is

maternal uncles were Jesuit priests and there were
many prisoners and exiles for the Roman faith in his
family.

In the preceding chapter I have spoken of

Donne's cognizance of the se facts in the preface to
h i s "Pseudo Martyr.

II

It is but natural to think that his early prejudices were in favor of the Cat ho lic Church.

His

e a rly trai nin g was surely in strict conformity to
that reli gion and when he was re a dy to be gradu ated
from Cambridge, he refused to take the necessary oa th
and sacrificed h is degree in maint aining his own or
his family's Catholicimn.
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In 1592 we find him admitted to Lincoln's Inn,
having been in London since 1590.

He was capable and

ambitious but, as a Roman r.atholic, he could have no
hopes of any great worldly success.

Before deciding

the matter he read and digested, as he says, 'the
whole body of divinity, controverted between ours
and the Roman Church,

I

and Mr. Smithl explains his

change from Catholicism as hardly "due to a genuine
conversion to Anglicanism, or to any belief that it
was alone the true church, (but) it does not appear
on the other hand to have been a mere apo stasy
e d by poli ti cal consi derati ons.

promp~

Donne was genuine ly

convinced that there was truth in each form of the
Christian religion, and that it was wisest and best
for each man to accept the faith of his own country."
I t seems certai n, however, that thi s change did
not come very suddenly.

There seem to have been some

years in which no "other denomination than a Christian," if that indeed, could be assigned to him.
Gosse 2 thinks that the reason why Donne refused
to accept Morton's offer in 1605 was that he was still
attached to the Roman Church, but Hrs . Simpson 3

re-

lSmi th: "Donne's Sermons," Int. p . xl.
Donne," v. 1, p. 161 f.
E . l\~ . Simpson: "A Study of the Prose Works of
John Donne," Onford 1924,p. 25.

~"Life and Letters of John
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veals the fallacy in

this . a~gument

by showing that

Donne had won Morton 's approval by hi s work in opposing Romanists beliefs, he having worked with Morton
for some time on the subj ect.

In speaking of "The

Progress of the Soul" written in 1601, Gosse l says
that "he had lost his traditional faith as a Catholic
and no li ght had come to him from the other church."
He seems to have forgotten t his argument when considering his life four years later.

The first time

that we have record of Donne's referring to himself
as a m8lIlber of the Angli can chu rch is in a letter
which Gosse places about July, 1607, because of a
reference to a vi si t of "the

lt~rench

Prince II whom he

is sure is Prince de Joinville, who visited England
in June, 1607.

In this letter Donne speaks of IIcon-

tinence in the Roman Church, and or der and de cency
in ours. 112
The fact that he had

not mentioned his chan@e

before is not proof that he was still in the Roman
Church.

I am convinced, from the arguments given

above, that he was not in the Roman Church, but was
surely neutral, and I believe that he was more than
likely in the English Church by 1605.

].., orton would

naturally have known of his family's religious be1
"Life and Letters of John Donne," vol. 1, p. 140.
2
Ibid, vol. 1, p. 170.
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liefs and he would have har.dly employed, much less
imp ortuned to take or ders, a man who was even neutral
in h i s beliefs.
a s to his

O VID

The re would have been some question

convi ctions had Morton done so.

Donne seems to h ave had a natural bent to 'fheology.

That he was independent in his thinking is

sh own by the f a ct that he early began to study for
h im s elf t he conflicting p os i tions of the two churches, and formed his own conclusions in spite of family
prejudices.

The study o f theolo gy must have begun as

a hobby with him, a s some hold, and yet I believe that
there was a ll the time an inward urge that Donne would
h ave refused to a dmit ev en to him s elf: th at consciousness of a call of God to p reach the Gospel.
Some of h is students think tha t Donne only accepted orders vl hen every other avenue to succe s s had
been definite l y closed to h i m, and then only for the
sake of a livelihood, but I cannot fully accept this
position.

There were p eriods of indifference to and

rebellion from t!rls call of God, to be sure, and Donne
did not acce p t it until he was sh own th at he could not
succeed in other lines, but these t h ings only strengthen my belief that he fou ght a gainst what he believed
to be the will of God from the time of h is e ar l y manhoo d until he a c cep ted orders.

He was a man of ex-

tremes, and one can probably better understand his

22

reckless living and his sensuous poetry if Donne is
considered as one who is conscious of a God-given
mission which is distasteful to him, and who is tryin g to unfit himself for that mission by violating
his ideals for it.

Gosse speaks of his nourishing

"a kind of dormant religiosi ty, ready to break forth
into f lame as soon as the turtlul t of the senses and
the enraged curiosity of life had been somewhat assuaged by experience. ,,1
Donne's early life was spent in a devout home.
As soon as he left that home, he began to study the
differences in the conflicting faiths of the day.

Be-

cause of his position there came a period of recklessness in which he tried to find satisfaction in
travel, in soldiering, and in the gay society of his
time, but he was not satisfied.

His was a melancholy

temperament that caused him to have periods of depression.

His friends naturally attributed these

things to outward conditions, but there may have been
a deeper reason for such a disposition.

He ventured

into the field of poetry, but there is no evidence
that he mixed with the li terary men of the day as
one who chose to gain fame by letters would naturally
do.
with

For a while the hobby became a serious business
him, but he never gave it the whole-heartedness

Gosse: "Life and Le tters of John Donne J" v. 1,
p. 27 (see above p. 5).
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characteristic of Dr. Donne of later years.

All this

time he was seeking court prefer.ment, probably trying to secure an easy living without having to consider conscience, rather leaving the responsibility
of his vocation, except for preaching, with the King.
His own high regard for the ministry and the feeling
that his life had been unworthy of so high a calling,
were shown when he refused to accept offers, even
when he was in abject poverty, and such acceptance
would have instantly relieved his needs.

These facts

and the added fact of hi s im."nediate and lasting success and happiness after he did take orders, argue
conclusively to me that Donne felt and fought a call
to preach, from the early years of his life •
.And, tracing the outstanding events of hi s li fe,
we can see that Donne fought a losing battle against
a Provi dence who was de termined to use him as a chosen
vessel.

That he did not inherit his father's abili-

ties as a financier may be seen in the facts that his
supposedly handsome inheritance was soon spent and
that he had saved no money from his position "lith
Lord .l!,;gerton when he was thr own out of eruplQsment.
1601 he lost his position and was disgraced.

In

The period

from 1602 to about 1610 was one of great embarrassment,
for he was almost entirely dependent on his friends for
the sup p ort of himself and his growing family, and be-
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sides this, sickness and death came ofpen to visit his
hmne.

In 1605 he declined Morton's offer and in 1610,

when hi B "Pseudo Martyr" gave him an auspicious opportunity for success in orders, he still refused.
Flashes of hope for court preferment continuad to came
to him and. with equal regularity, to go. In 1612, despairing of his worldly ambition, he decided lthis
time voluntarily) to gi ve heed to the 'still small
voi ce.' and he declared hi s intention to Rochester by
saying: "For having obeyed at last, after much debatement wi thin me, the inspirati ons (as I hope) of the
spirit of God, and resolved to make my profession
Divinity; I make account that I do but tell your Lordship, what Go d hath told me, which is, that it is in
thi s course, if in any, that my servi re may be of use
to thi s church and State." 1

Thi s letter was sent in

another 'To the Lord Hay,' who was to be the bearer
of the former one, in which he sai d: "I have brought
all my distractions together, and find them in a
resolution of making divinity my profession, that I
may try whether my poor studies, which have profited
me nothing. may profit others in that course; in whiCh
also a fortune may be better made, or, at least bet-

IGosse: "Life and Letters of John Donne," vol. 2,
p. 20.
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ter missed than in any other."l But he willingly, it
seems, changed his mind when hi s patron advised.

In

spite of the mercenary note in the last sentence
quoted, he had already said enough to convince us of
hi s call to pre a ch and at the same time tn. c..t he was
not ready to accept it.

The year 1613 was the final

m'rk of preparing him for, and bringing him to Himself .
In the spring his seventh child, Mary, died and on
the lOth of x'ovember, Francis, his fourth son, was
buried.

Donne, himself, was slowly recovering from

a threatened attack of blindness, and his general
health was unsatisfactory.

At last he was ready,

ready to leave all and take up his crose and fOllow
the Ch ri st.

The battle on t..1-t e in s ide h ad been lost

and won and it on l y needed the word of h is sovereign
to make him follow the Lord

0

f all.

And from that

time forward there was no doubt in his, nor any other
mind that John Donne was where he belonged.
As to his orthodoxy Smith says: 2

"He stated

the main doctrines of the Engli sh Church wi th such
moderation and such learning, that a selection of
passages from his sermons mi ght make a useful volume
of .Anglican apolo getics.

. . . Or again, taking

lGosse: "Life and Le tters of John Donne," vol. 2,
p. 2~.

8mi th: "John Donne t s Sermons," p . xxii f.
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Donne a s a represent a tive mind of h is period, one might
use his sermons for illustrating the h istory of human
thou gh t, an d by selectin g t yp ical pages f rom them give
a picture, no t only of the theological conceptions of
the time, but of the philosophy then current, and the
main ideas that were acce p ted by the cuI ti vated men of
that period."

"'Whatever doubts," says the Cambridge

History of English Litera ture, 1 "m~, at times, have
a gitated h is secret t h ou gh ts, or f ound exp ression in
an unpublished sonnet, they left no reflection in his
sermons.

He adopted and defended the doctrines of the

Church of England, and the policy in church and st a te
of her rulers, in t heir entirety a nd without demur.

{I

He was not intoler a nt of those who held other
theolo gica l vie ws than his.

Likely the fact that he

reached h i s reli gious conviction s throu gh mature and
t h orou gh study, r a ther than by accepting the te a chi ngs
of h is chi ldh ood or the propositions of others, accounts for h is rare s pirit of fairness in t hat time
when reli gious wars were rife.

He a dopted a po l icy

whi ch few are happy en ou gh to follow even to-day in
the lines:
liTo adore or scorn an im age, or protest,
Mayall be bad; doubt wi s e l y; in strange way

IVol. IV, p . 234.
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To stand inquiring right, is not to stray;
To sleep or run wrong is.

On a huge hill,

Cragged and steep, Truth stands, and he that will
Reach her, about must and about must go;
And wh d.t the hills suddenness resists win so."
Lynd l says that "th i s surely was the heresy of an inquisitive mind, not the mood of a theolo gian.

It be-

trays a tolerance springing from ardent doub t, not
from ardent fal th."
this statement.

I am inclined to take issue wi th

Donne's "Pseudo Martyr" and "Igna tius

his Conclave" as well as the soundness of doctrine in
h is sermons, give us no room to doubt his ort h odoxy,
but t h is r a ther gives us a glimpse of the fairness of
the man, a fairness doubtless fostered by his own
peculiar experiences, and one VIlhi ch is pleasing to find
in t ha t

age 0 f the 010 gi cal p re judi c e s .

toleration

"He pre ache d

in an a ge which dem a nded rigid conformity

and his controversial sermons lacked the bitterness
~,hi

ch was demanded

0

f a zealous defender of the fai tho

The Puritans suspected him of an inclina tion to Popery,
while Laud's party a t one time t h ou &Jlt him in league
wi th the Puri tans. ,,2
Mrs. Simpson offers this cha racteristic as the

l"The Art of Letters," Robert Lynd 1921, p. 132.

~. U . Simpson: "A Study of the Prose and Works of

John Danne J" p. 67.
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reason why Donne was not g i ven the place of prominence
in their church which he surely deserved.
In 1617 the same spirit of open-mindedness is
seen in the lines:
"Show me, dear Christ, Thy Spouse so bright and
clear.
What?

Is it she who on the other shore

Goes richly painted? or who robb ' d and tore
Laments and mourns in Germany and here?
Sleeps she a thousand, then peeps up one year?"
"An examination of the' Sermons,'

II

Mrs. Simpson

says, 1 "shows that there was nothing very he terodox
in Donne's ma ture opinions.

In his youth he had pro-

pounded certain heretical views on such doctrines as
the transmi gration of souls ("The Progress of the Soul,"
begun and abandoned while in the home of Sir Thomas Egerton) and the nature of woman.

In the 'Sermons' he re-

tracts these opinions, and there is no evidence to prove
that he had ever held trem seriously or ho..d regarded
such subjects as anything but stalking-horses for the
display of his youthful wit.

It

Donne denied such doctrines as transubstantiation;
he di d believe that the faithful receive the body and
blood of Christ, but that the church does not accom-

itA Study of the Prose Works of John Donne, II p. 67.
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plish this thing.

He did not consider prayers for

the dead as necess a ry, nor did he be l i eve that unbaptized infants are condemned to hell.
'IHis theology vias sometimes illogical but perhaps it vras none the worse for that.

The attempt to

treat man's knowledge of God as an exact science has
led to countless troubles in religion.

Donne was con-

tent to ovm that life is full of unsolved mysterie s,
while basin g h is faith on a God 'whose judgments may
be unse archeD le, but the y cannot be unj u st. ' " 1
Again Mrs . Simpson says: 2

"His attitude towards

the Christian faith is not that of the professed theologian carefully building up an edifice in which
every dogma has its p lace and which may be endangered
by the removal of a single a rticle of belief.

He is

r a ther the poet vlho grasps certain great ideas by intuition, not by lo gical reasoning, though in the framework wi th whi ch he surrounds them he may call in the
aid of the discursive intellect.

II

Surely such intellectual powers, such cultivati on by fi ery tri al and such a surrender to the call,
together with such a spirit of humility and devotion,

lSimpson: "A Study of the Prose Wo rks of John
Donn~," p . 59.
Ibid, p. 68.

so
adequately prepared Donne for his rightful place as
the leading divine of his day.
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Of Donne's sermons there are more than 160 available to-day.

Alford gives 157 in his "The Works of

John Donne, D. D.," Mrs . Simpson in her recent work
gives a sennon on Psalm 38:9, which has never been
publi shed before, and the re are several other sermons
published whi ch have not been available to me.
The texts of these sermons are taken from 36 of
the 66 books of the Bible, 80 of them being fram the
New Testament.
the Psalms .

Thirty-three of h is texts are from

liThe Psalms," he said,l "are the manna

of the Church.

As manna tasted to every man like that

he liked best, so do the Psalms minister instruction,
and sat! sfaction to every man in every emergency."
There are 16 sermons on texts taken fram Matthew
and 15 on texts from John, 9 from Genesis and 8 from

l"The Second of My Prebend Sermons Upon My Five
Psalms" Preached at st . Paul's, January 29, 1625. Alford, "The iVork s of John Donne, D. D•• " vol. II I. p.
156.
(Alford or Donne or an intermedi ary has made a
mistake in this date or in the date of the "First Prebend Sermon," which is dated May 8. 1625). (Ibid
p. 135) .
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I Corinthians.
Donne often preached more than once on the same
text.

In Alford's list there are two sermons given

on each of 10 texts.

In every inst-nce where the

place of preaching is shown, the sermons were preached
at the same place, once both sermons v!ere preached on
the same day, April 19, 1618, at V.lhitehall, on the text:
"This is a fai thful saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the world to save
sinners; of which I am chiefest fl (I Timothy 1:15).

Of

course it is possible that this was one sermon when
Donne preached it, but vlhen he came later to write it
out he made it into two sermons, as it was in the case
of a sermon on Matthew 4:18-20, preached at the Hague,
Iecember 19, 1619, and enlarged as he says "in my
sickness at Abrey-hatch, in Essex, 1630, revising -my
short notes of that sermon, I digested them into these
two. III
In three instcnces we have three sermons preached
from the same text.

At Lincoln's Inn, Donne preached

three sermons on Psalm 38: 4, "For mine iniqui ties are
gone over my head, as a heavy burden, they are too
heavy for me."

At st. Paul's, on Easter Sunday 1626,

May 21, 1626 and June 21, 1626, he pre ached on the
1

Alford, vol. III, p. 262.
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same text: "Else, what shall they do which are baptized
for the dead? if the dead rise not at all, why are they
then baptized for the dead?" (I Corinthians 15:29) . .And
again, within a year, Christmas day 1621, midsummer day
1622, and on the 13th of October 1622, he preached three
times at St. Paul's on John 1:8, "He was not that Light
but was sent to bear witness of that light."
Dr. John A. Broadus l divides sermons into three
different species, namely, subject-sermons, text-sermons, and expository sermons.

"Subject-sermons," he

says, "are those in which the divisions are deriwd
from the subject, independently of the text; while in
text- sermons, the di vi si ons are taken from the text. ,,2
"An exposi tory di scourse may be defined as one whi ch

is occupied mainly, or at any rate largely, with the
exposition of Scripture.,,3
Of course no set of rules c an be gi ven by whi ch
every sermon can be definite ly classified, but generally a sermon can be placed into one of these classes. In our day, when sermons are generally much shorter than in Donne's, these ru.les may be more applicable,
because in reading Donne's sermons we find that he often gave a very thDr,ough exposition of his text, then

~,preparation and I'elivery of Sermons," pp. 306-38.
3Ibid, p. 30?
Ibid, p. 322.
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drew lessons from h is text, and h ad time left to follow out the divi si ons of h is subject, all by the time
the sand had run out of the hour glass.

(He is said

to h a ve l imited himself to t his time but very few of
his sermons as we h ave them could h ave been delivered
in so s hort a time .

I am inclined to believe that in

writing t hem out later, Donne added a good deal of
the exegesis tha t Vie have-but t hi s is only a guess).
In clas sifyin g the m, h owever, we may say that
Donne pre ached sermons of all three species.

We have

an example of h is expository pre a ching in the six ser-

mons that we h a ve on Psalm. VI.
ei gh t sermons on Psalm XXXII. 2

1

And a gain, there ' are
And yet these might be

consi dered as text-sermons in another sense because
Donne

pre [~hes

each sermon u s ing one or two verses as

his text, and his divisions are l ar gely drawn from the
texts.
His sermons, like h is p oetry, do not follow definite rules, but have an individuality of their own. It
seems to me, h owever, that Donne's sermons ma.y be
clas s ified ch iefly under the head of text-sermons.

We

have no record of h is takin g a book of the Bible and
preach ing through it in expository sermons.

1 Alford:

II,

None of his

"The Works of John Donne, D. D.," vol.
375-50 l.
Ibid, vol. II, pp. 502-588 and vol. III, pp. 1-

~p.
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texts are over two or three verses long, whereas an
expository sermon will often cover several verses or
even a whole chapter.
But Donne did often preach what might be definite ly considered a subject-sermon.

On occasions like

the ".Anniversary Celebration of our Deliverance from
the Powder Treason ,Ill Donne selected his text to fit
his subject (Lamentations 4:20: liThe breat h of our
nostri ls, the anointed of the Lord, was taken in
their pits.").

And, while he gave consirerable time

to the text, the divisions of h is main

messa~

come

from his subject .
Donne's famous Christmas, Easter, Whitsunday and
other occasional sermons are, as a rule, textual sermons .

In these Donne selects appropriate texts and

brings hi s messages from the se texts.
It is noticeable that in his Lincoln's Inn sermons, Donne, preachin g to those who had knovm him in
his days of impious living, struck a very strong evangeli sti c no te, trying to bring h i s friends to repentance
and salvati on.
In preparing h is sermons Donne seems to have made
copious notes.

The sermons th at

v"e have were written

after, rather than before, they were preached.
Alford: "The Works of John Donne, D. D.,
V, pp. 202-232, preached Nov. 5, 1622.

II

In a
vol.
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letter to Sir Thomas Roe l Donne says that a sennon
preached on Gunpowder Day "whi ch also by connnandment
I did write after preaching, is as yet in his Maj esty's
hand, and I know not whether he will in it, as he did
in the other, after his reading thereof, command it to
be printed;

. . • and whilst it is in that suspense,

I know your Lordship would call it indiscretion to
send out any copy thereof; neither truly am I able to
commit that fault, for I have no cop y.

II

As to his habits of preparation, Mrs. Simpson 2
has said: "He generally preached once a week, if not
more often, and

i~~ediately

aft e r the delivery of one

sennon, he would choose a text for the next, and plan
out the heads under whi ch he would consi der the subject.

During the week he would consult the Fathers

and cast his study and meditation into suitable form.
On Saturday he gave himself a rest, and visited his
friends or otherwise diverted his thou@1.ts, saying
'that he gave both hi s body an d mind th at refre sbment,
that he mi gilt be enabled to do the work of the day following, not faintly, but with courage and cheerfulness.'"
I do not know Mrs. Simps on's authority for the
statement that "innnediately after the delivery of one
lGosse: "Life and Letters of John Donne, It vol. 2,
p. IZ5.
~rs. E. r. Simp son: II A Study of the Pro se Works
of John Donne,1I p. 40 f.
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sermon, he would choose a text for the next," but I am
inclined to doubt its accuracy.

One who tries to preach,

and I presume that Mrs. Simpson is not in the ministry,
knows that

0

f all time s, imme di ate ly after pre aching

one sermon is the least suitable one for selecting a
text for

anotl~r.

When a minister has delivered a ser-

mon, his mind and body are both tired-especially would
this be true of Donne with his frail body and his long
dis course s- an d the natural thing to do would be to
wait until he had had rest before selecting a text for,
or thinking about the next sennon.

He had the wisdom

to rest on Saturday in order to fit himself for Sunday's tasks, and surely he chose h is texts with great
care and at the time when he was most fit for study
and meditation.
It is of interest to know that Charles Spurgeon,
doubtless of equal fame as a pre acher in his own day,
be gan his speci al prepar a tion on Saturda.y evening before he was to preach on Sunday morning.

He took a

long time in deciding on hi s text, and then, after
carefully studying the text in Greek or Hebrew or
both, he made an outline, fr am whi ch he de li vered hi s
sermon.
In his sermons, Donne ma de great use of authorities.

His sermons are filled, often burdened, with quo-

tations from the Fathers and others.

Of these, Augustine

,
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is quoted most of all, t hen Jerome, Ambrose, Chrysostom, Gregory the Great, Origen and Tertullian.

Of

the mystical writers, Donne quoted'Dionysius Areopagiticus,' Gregory Nazianzen and Gregory of Nyssa (two
of the f am ous "three Cappad ocians ll ) , Bernard of Clairvaux , the Schoolmen, and Aquinas and his followers. He
also quoted the Roman theolo gians, Bellarmine and
Cajetan, a nd the Reformer s , Luther and Ca lvin.
Donne's illustrative material, h is metaphors and
similes, are rarely from the ordinary sources.

"Most

of his comparisons in the sermons are drawn from circle s, maps, en gr a vin gs , elephants, whale s, fleas, di scoveries in the West Indes, scholastic t h eories of the
nature of ange Is, and so forth. ,,1

.,

And Lynd'" has

brought out that "he di d not go to the hilla and
springs for his images, but to the laboratory and the
library, and in the library the books that he consulted to the greatest effect were the works of men of
science and lea r nin g , n ot the great poets with whom
London may be sai d to h ave been peopled during his
li fe time. "
There is often to be found repetition in Donne's
imagery, but this is n a tura l for one who is constantly
required to be makin g sermons.

There is no fault to

lEo M. Simpson: "A Study of the Prose Works of
John Donne, lip. 48.
211The Art of Letters," p. 31.
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be found in his using the same figure· in two sermons
to different audiences.

There are few, if any preach-

ers to-day, or in any day, who would write or preach
a hundred sermons without using some pet figure or illustration more than once.
Lynd l rema rks that "as a preacaer, no less than as
a poet, he is inflamed by the creati ve beat.

He shows

the same vehemence of fancy in the presence of ' the divine and infernal universe--a vehemence that prevents
his most far-sought extravagan ces from disgusting us
as do the luke-warm follies of the Euphuists.

Un-

doubtedly the modern reader smiles when Donne, explaining that man

c~n

be an enemy of God as the mouse

can be an enemy to the elephant, g oes on to

spe8~

of

'God vlh o is not only a multiplied elephant, millions
of elephants multiplied into one, but a multiplied
world, a multiplied all , all th a t can be conceived by
us, infinite many times over; n'y (if we may dare to
say so) a multiplied God, a God that hath millions
of the heathens' gods in Himself alone.'"
In reading Donne's sermons one is often startled by

the most unexpected kind of an imaginative

picture.

Sometimes it is a picture of surpassing

beauty, and again there is a conceit
prisesand repels us.

that

sur-

His is truly Ita grave digging

I"The Art of Letters," p. 44 f.
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imagination t hat is at home amon g the stare."l
Per s ona l references are ri eJ1.t frequent in Donne' e
sermons.

But he never speaks of himself in a lauda-

tory way .

In pleading wi th his hearers he. mB¥ refer

to his own weakness or lack of faith or trust in and
dependence on God, for the purpo se of brin ging lessons to them.

Hence, this may be said to add to

rather t han detract from h is style.
It is not a hard ma tter generally to follow '
Donne's outline in reading his sermons.

His usual

method is to give some s pace to the exe gesis of h is
text, ou tlining it and

gi. ving

the vari ous translations

and interp retations of it, a nd t hen his own interpretation.

Then he lays d own hi s proposition and out-

lines the v arious heads un der which he intends to discu s s it.

Th is out l ine is s ometim es given in a very

concise way, and a gain it is full enough to be considered a discussion in itself.

From this he launch-

es out into h is main a rgument under the h eads outlined, often goin g so far afield th at one is lost and
wonders if h e himself knows h ow to get back to the
main trail, until sud denly he brings us out of the
woods into a field of surp assing be auty and on to a
worthy goal.

1Lynd ,

II

The Ar t

0

f Le t te r s ," p. 45.
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In interpreting Scripture, Donne seems to be a
di sciple of Augustine, who found allegorical meaning
in aJJIlost every passage.

For example, Augustine ex-

plains the 153 fishes caught l by saying that "10 is
the number of law. 7 equals the spirits spoken of by
Isaiah.

10 plus 7 equals 17.

Now add all the num-

bers, 1 to 17, a.nd we have 153. II

From thi s he gee 8

on to show that by the addi ti on of law and gr ace, we
have the well rounded Christian life. 2

Donne hardly

goes so far in hi s allegorizing, but some of hi s explanations from the theological point of view of the
text seem very far-fetched at times.
But Donne does not depend on thi s me thod exclusi vely in interpreting hi s texts.

He often goes

very carefully into the grammatical construction,
proving points by verb constructions.

For example,

he shows that Christ's resurrection is different from
that of people who were rai sed by Himself and others
in the Scriptures, by the voice of "He is risen." The
difference is that Christ had the power to raise Himself
up.3

lJohn 21: 11.
2Dr. A. Souter, Aberdeen UniverSity , Scotland.
George W. Norton Foundation Lecturer at The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky,
Dece~ber 11, 1924.
LXXX Sermons, Number XXV, p. 249.
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Mrs. Simpson has brought out that in his appeal
to authori ty and the development of syllogistic reasoning, Donne's method of argument was that of the Middle
Ages. 1

She also shows that "his philosophy was a con-

tinuation of the i ceas of Augustine and Aquinas. "I
As to h is style, Mrs . Simpson says: 2

"Donne's

style is richer and more varied in the 'Sermons' than
elsewhere.

He is a master of the long paragraph, cun-

nin gly marshalling h i s clause s for the cl.mlUlati ve sh ock
effect, as in the famous description of damn a tion (see
Chap. IV, p . 50

f~),

or t h e almost equally famous pas-

sage on God's mercy.

. But th e long p eri od is

not his only instrument.

Scattered throughout the

'Sermons' a re felicitous s h ort phrases Vlhi ch linger
in the memory."
Donne's rule was to pre a ch "hi s hour. and but
an hour."

He prepared notes whi c h he took with him

into the pulpit, a nd with the freedom that he thus
had, he doubtless preached wi th more p ower t h an if
he had been bound down by written discourses.
in h is written sermons

And

fe have the advantage of both

his p revious preparation a nd the inspiration that comes
with the delivery of a sermon.
lSimpson: "A Study of the P rose Works of John
p. 46.
Ibid, p. 35.

Donn~,"
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It has been shown by Miss M. P . Ramsay in her
ilLes Doctrines Medievales chez Donne, Ie poete metaphysicien de l' .Angleterre lll that "Donne's thought is
marked by three characteristics--it is fundamentally
theological, its attitude toward natural science and
the knowled ge of the external world is in harmony with
that of the 1Ii ddle Age s, and it as si gns to au thori ty
a place very similar to that given to it by

medieval

times. "
Miss Ramsay also holds that Donne's philosophy
was largely Neoplatonic in character. 2

lilt was thDO\lgh

St. Augustine, Gregory of Nyssa, the pseudo-Dionysius,
and otrer Christian sources that Neoplatonic ideas became familiar to Donne as to other theological stude.nts."
Hi s philosophy is incomple te and fragmentar y.

He did

not wri te p hi 10 s oph i cal tre ati se s nor di d he compose a
great philosophical poem.

His

meta~hysical

ideas per-

vade all h i s work but are not set forth as a defini te
lThis book has not been available in my study and I
am using ]! rs. Simpson's "A Study of the Prose Works of
JOhn Donne, II p . 94, as au thori ty for thi s statement.
2 Ibid, p. 90.
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system.

Also his opinions changed in some important

respects during his career.
"Donne's mys ticism cannot be isola ted from the
re st of h is thought,

II

says Mrs. Simpson, 1 "for his

whole philosophy is that of a Christian mystic reared
in the Neoplatonic tradition whi ch the scholastic
wri te r s

0

f the Mi ddl e Age shad i nhe ri te d.

II

He speculates a gre a t deal on doctrines like
original sin, angels, devils, election, predestination, and the relationsh ip in the Trinity.

He in-

dulges in the sophistries of the Schoolmen, such as
the question whether the serpent had feet and walked
upright before the fall.
In the personal elements in Donne's sermons, he
has the happy faculty of hol ding himself on the same
plane with hi shearers, reme mb ering that he, too, is
subj ect to temptations in the same way as a re his people.

He does not

for~t,

now that he is able to with-

st an d temp tations to gross ' sinfulness, tha t his life
has not always been free from corruption and that but
for his Saviour, it would still be evil.

Nor can he

set himself up even now as a model to follow.

He is

still unworthy of God's mercy and love, so preacher
and people stand on the same footing be fo re an infin-

lIbid, p. 97.
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i te God, a.nd the one confe sses to and pleads VIi th the
rest.

Robert Lynd l quotes the following passage from

one of Donne's sermons, illustrating h is use of personal references, wi th the suggesti on that no wri ter
on Donne can afford to leave it out: "I throw myself
down in my chamber, and I call in, and invite God, and
his Angels thither, and when they are there, I neglect
God, and h is Angels, for the noise of a fly, for the
rattling of a coach , for the whining of a door.

I

talk on, in the same p o stu re of praying; knees bowed
down; as though I prayed to God; an d, if God, or his
Angels should ask me, when I thought last of God in
the prayer, I ,cannot tell.

Sometimes I find that I

had forgot what I was about, but when I began to forget it, I cannot tell.

A memory of yesterday's pleas-

ures, a fe a r of to-mo rrow's dangers, a straw under my
knee, a noise in mine ear, a light in mine eye, an
anythin g , a nothing, a f ancy, a ch imera in my brain
troubles me in my prayer."
From hi s sermons we see that Donne he ld to the
fundamental Chri sti an doctrines.

It has been shown

that he was orthodox, bu t i t has als 0 been shown in
Chapter II that he did not stress all the doctrines
Lynd: "The Art of Letters," p . 4?-from "Donne's
Sermons": Emi th, p. 4. Extr a ct from LXXX Sermons, p.
820.
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of hi s Church alike.

It is the natural thing for a

pre acher to stre ss the thi ngs th at mean mo st in hi s
own life.

When one has had a great struggle before

gi ving in to preach, as had Donne, and after being
overcome, has been cormnissioned and blessed in the
usual way, it is natural for those t1lDings that have
most vitally affected his life to be given more than
ordinary places in his preaching.

In the case of the

one who has taken orders early in life, largely as a
profe ssi on, and has had no deep experience s, there
will probably be an equal stress on all the points of
doctrine of the Church, but a greatly lessened vigor
and power in any.
Donne had been a sinner, a gre at sinner in hi s
own eyes and in the sight of God.

This sin v/ould have

caused his eternal destruction but God had forgiven
his sin and assured him of salvation.

But there were

still in him the old desires against which he must
constantly struggle, and there was a consciousness of
the fact that he was still a sinner and must continually
be forgiven of those sins.

.And so he prays:

"Wi It Thou for gi ve that sin where I be gun,
Which was my sin,

t ~'lough

it were done before?

Wilt Thou forgive that sin through which I run,
And do run still, though still I do deplore?
When Thou hast done, Thou hast not done,
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For I have more.

Wilt Thou forgive that sin, which I have won
Others to sin, and made my sin their door?
Wilt Thou forgive that sin which I did shun
A year or two--but wallowed in a score?
Vfuen Thou hast done, Thou hast not done,
For I have more.

I have a sin
My l as t

0

f fe ar that when It ve spun

thread, I shall pe rish on the shore;

Bu t swear by Thy relf, that at my death Thy Son
Shall shine as He shines now, and heretofore;
And having done that, Thou hast done,
I fear no more."
In his sermons, Donne denounced sin with the vengeance of one who

had fallen into its snare, and hav-

ingpaid dearly for his experience, is a nxious to settle his grudge with it, but he had the ability to fight
sin wi thou t abusin g the sinner.
Mrs. Simpson says that lithe sins which moved his
contemp t most were those of the selfish indolent man,
who goes through Ii fe unmoved by the sufferings of
others, untouched by any noble purp ose, wasting his
time in sloth or idle amusement, and leaves the world
without ha.ving

a ccomplished any useful work to justify
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hi s exi stence.

The sin of the unli t lamp and the un-

girt loin was to Donne more heinous than any single
crime committed in the heat of passion under sudden
temptation, for it was the symptom of alienation from
the life of God, which is endless creative activity ... l
Possibly second in emphasis was the do ctrine of
death .

Damnation was not so much a horrible place of

destruction as it was a place of separation frcm God,
and yet Donne evinced the medieval tendency to emphasize the details of the decay and putrefaction of the
grave and the worse plight of the living soul of the
dead sinner .

One of the most striking passages of

this kind in his sermons is found in a sermon 'pre ached
to the Earl of Carlisle, and his Company at Sion.,2
His text was Mark 16:16, "He that believeth not, shall
be damned," and he closed his sermon by saying: "That
God should let my soul fallout of his hand, into a
bottomless pit, and roll an unremovable stone upon it,
and leave it to that which i t finds there, (and it
shall find th t there, which it never imagined, till
it came thi ther) and ne ver think more of that soul,
never have more to do with it;3 that of that providence
of God that studies the life of every weed, and worm,
lSimpson; "A Study of the Prose Works of John Donne, II
p . 7~.

Henry Alford: "The Works of John Donne, D. D.,"
vol. III, p . 386 f.
3 Here Alford erroneously has a period.
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and ant, and spider, a nd toa d, and vip er, there should
never, never a ny beam flow ou t upon me; that that God,
who looked upon me, when I wa s nothin g , a nd c a lled me
when I wa s not, a s t hough I had been, out of the womb
and depth of darkness, will n ot look up on me now, when,
t h ou gh a mi serable, and a bani shed, and a damned creature, yet I am h is cre a ture sti l l, and contrib ute somet h ing to h is glory , even in my damnation;

th~ t

that

God, who h a th often looked upon me in my foulest uncleanne ss, and when I h a d s hut out the eye of the day,
the sun, and the eye of the ni gh t, the taper, and the
eyes of a ll t he wo rld, wi t h curt ains and windows, and
doors, did yet see me, a nd see me in mercy, by making
me see tha t he s aw me, and some times brou @1. t me to a
present remorse, and (for t h at time) to a forbearing
of that sin, s h ould so turn himself from me, to hie
glorious saints and angels, a s that no s a int nor angel,
nor Ch rist Jesus h imself, s h ould ever pr ay him to look
towards me, never remember h i m, t hat such a soul there
is; that that Go d , who h f. .th so often said to my soul,
~uare

morieris?

\Vhy wilt thou die? and so o f ten sworn

to my soul, Vivit Dominus, As t h e Lord liveth , I would
not h a ve t h ee die, but Ii ve, will nei th er let me d ie,
nor let me live, b ut die a n everlasting life, and live
an everl astin g de a t h ; t h at

th~ t

God , wh o, wh en h e could

not get int 0 me, by s tandin g , and kn ockin g , by hi s ordi-
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nary means of entering, by his word, his mercies, hath
applied his judgements, a nd hat h shaked the house,
t h is body, with agues and palsies, and set t h is h ouse
on fire, with fevers and calentures, and fri ghtened
the master of the h ouse, my sou l , with h orrors, and
appre hensions, and so made an entrance into me; that
th a t God should frustrate all his own purposes and
practices upon me, and leave me, and cast me away, as
t h ough I had cost him nothin g , that this God at last,
sh ould let t his soul go away , as a smoke, as a vapour, as a bubb Ie, and that then thi s soul cannot be
a smoke, a vap our, nor a bubb Ie, but must lie in darkness, as lon g as t he Lord of li ght is li ght itself,
and never spark of t hat li ght reach to my soul; what
Tophe t i s not p aradi se, wh a t brimstone is not amber,
wh a t gna sh ing is not a comfort, what gnawing of the
worm is not a tic klin g, wh a t torment is not a marri age-bed to this damnation, to be secluded eterna lly,
eternally, eternally from the si ght of God? especially
to us, for as the perpetual loss of that is most heavy,
with which we have been best acqu ainted, and to wh ich
we h ave been most accustomed; so shall t h is damnation,
which consists in t he lOBS of the si@:lt and presence
of God, be heavier to us than to others, because God
hat h so gr a ciously, and so evi dently, and so diversely appe ared to us, in h is pillar of fire, in the li ght
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of prosperity, a nd in t h e pillar of the cloud, in h idin g him s elf for a wh ile from us: we that h ave seen
him in all the parts of t his comm ission, in h is word,
in h is sacraments, and in good example, and not believed, shall be further removed from h is si ght, in
the ne x t world, t han they to wh om he never appeared
in this.

But vincenti et credenti, to h i m t hat be-

lieves ari gp.t, and overcomes a ll tempt a ti ons to a
vITon g be l ief, Go d s hall g ive t he a ccompl is hment of
f u lnes s , and f u lness of joy, a nd joy rooted in g lory,
and glory estab l ish ed in eter n ity , a nd th is eternity
is God;

to him tha t believes and overcomes, God shall

give himself in an everlasting p resence and fruition,
.Amen. "
And a gain, there wa s de a th in the simple sense of
absence from the body in order to be present with God.
Hi s mind dwe lt on the subj ect of h i s own death and hi s
last sermon, preached before t h e King at Whi tehall on
the 12th of February 1631, was on the text: (Fs. 68:
20) ".And unto God the .Lord belong the issu es of Death
(from ~ath).

It

Thi s sermon was called Donne's own

funeral sermon and it was published soon after h is
death wi th the ti tle of "De a t !1. ' s Duel. \I

An d on ly

ei [ht da ys before h is death , Donne wrote a poem wh ich
he called, itA Hymn to God, my God, in my Sickness."
He closes t h is more or less geo graphical poem with
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the beautiful verse:
"So, in His purple wrapp'd, recei ve me Lord;
By these His thorns, give me His other crown;
And as to others' souls I preached Thy word,
Be this my text, my sermon to mine ovm
'Therefore that He may raise, the Lord
throws dovm.'

II

Donne's next great theme was God.

God's wrath

is mentioned but Donne loves to dwe 11 on the Ju stice
of God and the Mercy of God.

The two are connected

in his mind, as he says, " So that all God's Justice
is but Mercy: as all our Mercy is but Ju stice; for we
are all mutual debtors to one another; but he to
none."
In his great sermon pre a ched at st. Paul's on
Christmas day 1624,1 Donne exalts the mercy of God
to mankind.

God began, has proceeded and will con-

tinue to proceed in His own ways in mercy to all mankind, and the gift of His Son was the crowning mercy
of all.
In his Essays in Divinity, Donne says:

"Of all

these four Elemente Mercy is the uppermost and most
Embracing.

. . . Hi s Me rcy is infini te in Extent :

for it is in all places; yea, vlhere there is no place:

1uLXXX Sermons." London 1640. Sermon II.
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And it is infinite in Duration; For as it never begun,
(for the Ideating of thi s world, which was from everlasting, was a work of mercy) and as the interruptions
which by acts of Justice it seems to suffer here, discontinue it not, (for t hough God say, 'For a moment
in mine anger I h id my face from thee'; yet he adds
there, 'Yet wi th everla sting Mercy have I had. compassion on thee';) so also is it reasonable to think,
that it shall never have end. ,,1
Donne's descripti on of heaven, and the fu ture
life of God's children c a lled forth h is best imagination and eloquence.
After t h e death of h is wife, Donne's life became more and more secluded.

He withdrew himself

from almost all h is former activities save his ministry, but Donne was not an ascetic.

He did not h old

tha t the body wa s evil, bu t he di d exhort h i s heb.rers
to overcome t heir evil de s ires, and he

sho~d

tha t

t h is could be done by usin g one's energy in the service of God.

Hi s mor a l te a ch ings le a d not to ne ga-

tive, but to very positive, active Christian living.
Conversion, Donne believed, is the initial step
in the soul's p ro gress to God.

"In his own wordS, it

is a turning awa y from our sins and a returning tolSimpson: "A Study of the Pro se Work s of John
Donne. II p. 211, (quoted from Essays, p. 13?-9).
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ward God.

It is impossible to doubt that he had him-

self undergone t h is experience. II 1
Formali sm could have very little place in the
li fe or t h ought of a man of Donne 1 s terr.perament.

Sin-

ceri ty meant everything to him, and i f th e heart was
left out, worship meant very little.
God alone can truly be said to contain immortality in himself, so, to Donne the soul was immortal rather by preservation than by n ature .
He believed that the Spirit of God comes into
the heart of the one who is trying to serve God, and
eli re cts that one t slife.

And to Donne, as to the gre a t Ap ostle for Vlh om
his Deanery was named, all other things were worthless without the capstone of love in the life of the
Christian.

It was love that caused God to a ct in the

redemption of man, and there must be something akin
to that divine love in the heart of His servant, i f
he is well pleasing unto GOd.

That love must ex-

press itself in a life that is rie}1.t with God and man,
and an interest in bringing men to God, not only men
who were in London, but men in all the world.

In a

sermon preached before liTh e Honourable Company of
the Vi rginia Plantati on" on the 13th of November 1622,
lSimpson: "A Study of the I-rose Works of John
Donne, lip. 112.
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Donne struck a very vigorous foreign missionary note
when he assured those who were going to unexplored
regions that their chief business was not a commercial one, but was that of giving the gospel of) the
Lord Jesus Christ to the lands to which they were
sailing.

CHAPTER

V

DONNE'S P LACE .AS A PRE ACHER

CHAPTER

V

DONNE'S P LACE .AS A PRE ACHER

In order to form a correct estimate of any man,
one must eo behind success and failures, often the
caprices of fate, to the i reals which ha.ve guided his
life.

Achievements

lar~ly

determine a man's reputa-

tion, but motives are the true measure of character.
The first thing to consider in estimating Donne as
a preacher, then, is his ideals.
For the minister, Donne believed, there must,
first of all, be a true call from

God.

I nave tried

to show that Donne had such a call long before he surrendered to it.

In the letter which he wrote to Roch-

ester in 1612, which has been referred to before,
Donne says, "For, having obeyed at last, after much
debatement within me, the inspirations (as I hope)
of the Spirit of God. . • ," 1 showing that even at
this time it was by no means a "sudden resolution"
as Gosse says (vol. 2, p. 22), but rather a reluctant
acquiescence in a long felt and much foubht conviction.
"Ri ght belief

WCiS

to him of little avail without

IGosse: "Life and Letters of John Donne," vol.
2. p. 20 .
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right conduct, and right conduct meant not mere ab stinence from sin but positive well-doing, a life
spent in the E.ctive service of God and man."l
These id'eals he held 'dp .:-for himself as well as
for others, and the feeling of his unworthiness always k ept h im humble.
As to Donne's intellectual preparation for his
work , there need be Ii ttle sai d.

"Poe try," .Arthur

Symons says,2 "was but one means of expressing the
many-sided activity of his mind and temperament.
Prose was another, preaching another; travel and contact wi th gre at events and persons scarcely Ie ss im..
portant to him, in the building up of himself."

He

was versed in medicine, la.w, astronomy, physiology
and geography and he is sai d to have left the "resultance of 1400 authors, most of them abrid@Sd and
analyze d with h i s own hand ."

In poe try and in

di vi ni ty Donne's library i s said to have contained
more books in Spanish than in English.

Scientific

and technical terms abound in his - sermons.

He knew

Oriental languages, his interests were universal and
he is generally accepted, I think, as the most learned nan of his generation.

Donn

lSimpson: itA Study of the Prose Works of John
," p. 70.
2"Fi
gures of Several Centuries." 1899. p. 84.
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We have already traced the steps in his spiritual
preparation showing how he gradually grew from the
rowdy Jack Donne of youth to the pious Dean of st.
Paul's, wh o wa s so much beloved.

He h ad known all

t h at men experience of joy and sorrow, each to its
extremity. hence his sympathie s were broad.
Donne seems to have been free from t he ordinary
ecclesiastical prejudi ces.

Accepting orders late in

life as he did, and with no que s tion in his or any
other mind as to h is intellectual

equi ~ment,

possibly

he did not i mbibe the jealous spiri t that is sanetimes felt and

seen in ministers.

He was ambitious

of a dvan cement, bu t I have found no record of any
bitterness towards anyone bec ause he was not raised
to a h i gher position, an a dvancement which h is abilities surely warranted.

His one ambition as a preacher

seems to h ave been to live accep tably before God, by
hi s fai thfully perforra.in g the tasks tha t were gi ven
to him.

To be sure, he h ad h is faults, but it is an

enviable comp liment t h at t h is wa s not one of t hem,
especi a lly. wh en Brathwayte (quoted by Gosse l ) says:
II

I twas (Donne's) fate, I k now it, to be envied as

much by the clerics as he was magnified by laymen. II
He wa s tolerant, too, of t h ose who dif f ered with
IGosse: "Life and Letters of John Donne," vol. 2,
p. 235.
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him in theological views.

He wrote his "Pseudo Mar-

tyr," but it was free from hatred and bitterness,
having been written from the point of view of a legal
adviser to the King.

IIIgnatus his Conclave" is a

satirical series of jests and jibes written against
the Jesuits, and

we m8¥ not take this as his general

attitude toward Catholics.

Nor do I think that this

work represents the spirit of Dr. Donne, the preacher,
since it was written in 1611 three years before he
took orders, and there is nothing of this kind in
him as a minister.

In his life as a minister he seems

to have accepted the admonition of the Apostle Paul:
"Put on therefore, as God's elect, holy and be loved,

a heart of compassion, kindness, loveliness, meekness,
longsuffering; forbearing one another, and forgiving
each other, i f any man have a complaint against any;
even as the Lord forgave you so also do ye: and above
all these things put on love, which is the bond of
perfectness." l

He "longed passionately," Mrs. S1mp-

V

son says, 2 "for the reunion of Christiandom.

He

readily admitted that Rome and Geneva, as well as
Canterbury, were branches of the One Church and he
was troubled all through his life by the thought of
lC 010 s sian s 3: 12- 14 .
2Simpson: "A Study of the Prose Works of John
Donne," p. 77.
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"our unhappy divisions ' but this was perfectly compa ti ble with loyalty to the Church of "ngland.

II

His success in the ministry cannot be said to
have been de termined by poli tics.

At once, however ,

we think of the fact that the king himself urged him
to take orders, secured his doctor's degree for him,
appointed him his own chaplain and secured his election to the deanery, and yet we see that the king
refused to give him a secular place becasue as he
said: III know Hr. Donne is a learned man, has the
abilities of a learned divine and will prove a succes sful preacher . III

It was his recognized worth that

secured h is opportunity. and his

re mark~ble

achieve -

ments that secured his promotion and prominence.
Mrs. Simpson says of h is eloquence that in convey~n g

to his hearers the doctrines to which he gave

chief emphasis, IIhe displays an imagination more intense and profound than that of any other English
preacher.

Jeremy Taylor, his only serious rival, is

dwarfed not only by the gre atness of Donne's style
but also by the fervour of his passion.

Coleridge

marked this distinction between the two men in regard to the central Christian doctrine.

'The cross

of Ch rist is dimly seen in Taylor's works.

Compare

him in t his respect with Donne, and you feel the diflGosse, vol. 2, p. 60.
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ference in a moment . ' "l
Dowden 2 says:

II

After he had taken holy orders

Donne seldom threw h is passions into verse; even his
, Di vine Poems ' are, wi th few excepti ons,

0

f early

date; the poet in Donne did not cease to exist, but
his ardour, his imagination, his delight in what is
strange and wonderful, his tenderness, his tears, his
smiles, h is erudition, his intellectual in genuities,
were all placed at the service of one whose desire
was that he might die in the pulpit, or if not die,
that he might take h is death in the pulpitr a desire
which was in fact fulfilled."
Smith3 remarks: "He can pour h is whole soul into
his sermon, h is hopes, fears, self-accusations , the
furthest fli ght s of h is imagination, the ripest
results of his philosophic meditations, all the wisdam of mellow experience, and even the most amusing
details of satiric observation.

The very circum-

stances of h is delivery. the ceremonious solemnity
of the church and pulpit. the great responsibility
of the occasion. gave a nobility to his utterance;
and the presence of the congregation. the need to
lSimpson: "A Study of the Prose Works of John
p . 68.
~dward Dowden: "New Studies in Literature ."

Donn~."

1902:3' p. 90 f.

Smith: IIJohn Donne's Sermons," Int. xix.
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speak directly to the hearts and minds of men and women, lends a certain dramatic intensity to all he says ."
"What gave a double force to Donne's preaching,"
Dr. Jessop says, 1 "was, that everyone knew he had no
ambition for any higher preferment---that he was giving his best to the minist ry of the word--that he was
laboring very much more than he was required to do.
The noble earnes tness of his manner, the wide sympathy and enormous learning, the sound judgement and
the laxge-hearted tolerance, won men's confidence;
and the bursts of eloquence that startled his hearers
so often when they came quite unexpectedly upon them,
attracted

crowds to listen vmenever it was announced

that he was g oing to appear in the pulpi t. "
flApreacher in earnest," Walton pictures him in
his first sermon,2 "weeping sometimes for his auditory,
some time s wi th them.; always pre aching to himse If like
an angel from a cloud but in none; carrying some, as
St. Paul was, to heaven in holy raptures, and entioing
others by a sacred art and courtship to amend their
lives . . . and all this with a most particular grace
and an inexpressible addition of comeliness."
The tone of his preaching was not that of one who
preached for popul ari ty, but rather of

0

ne who forgot

Jessop: "Life of John Donne," p . 185 f.
Walton's "Livesll-John Donne, p . 48.
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himself while bringin g ,,·,hat he believed was a message
of God to his people.

His earnestness knew no sel-

fis h t h ou ght when h e said: tlWhat sea could furnish
mine eyes with te a rs enou gh , to p our out, if I sh ould
think, t hat of all this con gregation, wh ich looks me
in t h e f ace now, I

should not meet one, at the res-

urrection, a t the ri ght h and of God!

And f or so much

a s conce r ns me, it is a ll one, if none of y ou be
s a ve d , a s if none of you be s a ved by my help, my
me &,ns, my assist a nce, my preach ing.

. . . When at

a ny mi dni f"h t I hear a bell toll fr om this steep le,
must not I say to myselfe, wha t h ave I done at any
t ime for the instructin g or rectifyin g of t ha t man's
conscience, wh o l ieth there now ready to deliver up
hi s account, and my account to Almi ghty God?"l
tlDonne was a gre a t pre a cher," says Mr s . Simpson, 2
"bec au se he in s i sted on r a i s in g h is audi ence to his
ovm level by t he i n tensl ty of h is s piri tu a l p assion.
His, individu a l a s it wa s in its personal app reh en s ion
of God, was also emph a ti cally socl al.

He would not be

saved alone; h e s tretch ed out i mpl orin g hands to t h e
men and women wh o were sinnin g as he h ad s inne d , but

IFrom first sermon p re a ch ed a s vicar of st. Dunst an's. 11th Apri l , 1624. "The Works of Joh n Donne,
D.D' It Henry Alford, vol. V, p . 259 f.
ZSimp son: itA St u dy of t h e P rose Work s of John
Donne," p . 65.
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who were also potential members of the Communion of
Saints. "
Donne's ability and ·popularity as a pre a cher
would naturally have advanced him in the church, and
it is a matter of surprise to us that he was not given
a higher position .

Gosse thinks that very likely

Donne's connection with the shameful Rochester marriage was the thing that prevented his advancement .
we know that as soon as he had definitely committed
himself to the mini stry and had recei ved fr om the
ki n g as good allowance as hi s expensive journey to
Newmarket , Donne wrote to his f&ther-in-Iaw hoping to
obt8.in the go od graces of George Abbot, Archbishop of
canterbury.

Abbot had

n~t

been pleased by Somerset

(Rochester), and there is evidence that they were not
on pleasant terms at t h is time.

Gosse says: I

"I

have a suspicion that it was the opposition of the
Archbish op which delayed Donne in rising to those
dignities in the Church which his talents and the
favour of two monarchs would n a turally have demanded.
No one took to heart more profoundly than Abbot the
shame and horror of the Somerset marriage, and I think
that h e would consider that the man who had laboured
to collect evidence on the si de of Lady Essex, and
IGosse: "Life and Le tters of John Donne, II vol.
2, p . 62.
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had composed an epithalamium for those hideous nuptials, could never be a bi shop of the Church of Englana.. II

Of course Donne's connection wi th the case

was only as a legal adviser, and this long before
his taking orders, but the fact of his connection with
the case in any way was enough to prejudice Abbot.
I have shown in the first chapter he was about to receive advancement

anyw~y

when his final illness and

death occurred.
To say that Donne's sermons are interesting today would be going a bit too far.

They are filled

Vii th the old the 010 gy, wi th medieval coloring and
are very dry and boring dissertations on subjects
which have long since been forgotten.

However, here

'nd there are to be found passae,es of rare beauty.
From the smoldering embers there occasionally bursts
forth a flame that brigntens and warms and
all about it.

cheers

But the audience of his ovm day found

him interesting enough to come in great crowds whereever he preached.

There is evi dence that there were

some in his audiences at times who did not give him
their attention , some in sleeping, others in cre atin g
disturbance, but there was doubtless less of this in
hi s t:ha.n in other congregati ons.

liThe populari ty of

Donne as a prea.cher rose to its zenith in 1626, and
remained there until his death in 1631.

During those
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years he was, withou t a rival and the most admired religious orator in England.

Age gave to the

fiery a nd yet sombre Dean of St. Paul's a n ever incre as in g maj esty of prestige.

His hearers, borne

along upon the flow of his sinuous melody, now soft
and winning, now vehement in storm, now piercing like
a clarion, now rolling in the meditative music of an
or gan , felt themselves lifted up to heaven itself.

In

these early days of Charles I a sermon delivered by
the Dean of St. Paul's was the most brilliant public
entertai nmen t whi ch London had to offer. It 1
Dr. Jessop says: 2

"When the year 1627 opened

there was only one p rominent di vine in England who
can in any sense be called a great p reacher; a nd tha t
one was the Than of st. Paul's. II

He goes on to show

that "Donne as a preacher stood ab ove.

It was sai d

of him that he was alw c. ys growing more imp ressive and
more eloqu en t as h e c r ew older-the truth being that
he be came ever mo re a nd more ab s orb ed in the du ti es
of his sacred office, throwing h is whole heart into
it, rising to every occasion on which demands were
made upon him, a lways dOing his best as an enthu siast
with a miss ion, who felt tha t h e Vl ould have to give account for the talent that was conunitted to him."

2.,

laosse: "Life a nd Letters of John Donne,
234.
2 J e S S op : II Li f e 0 f John Donne," p. 183 f.

"Q.

II

vol.
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Mrs . SimpsonI concludes th a t "Donne was n ot a
great speculative or oonstructive theolo g ian.

His

sermons are the work of an orator, a p oet, and a
mystic, who se strength lay in the reality of h is own
personal reli g ious experience a nd in the p ower of
im agination by vlhich h e bodied fort h things unseen and
made t h em alm os t visible to h is hearers .

As a contro-

versi a li s t, h i s work wa s gene r a lly ma rke d by moderation a nd restr ai n t, but h e wa s happ iest when he could
escape from the mists of theolo gical disputes into
the clear air of faith and devotion.

His loyalty to

the Anglican Churc h h a s sometimes been called into
qu e stio n , b ut there is n o re as on to doubt h is sinceri ty on t hi s p oin t.

At t h e s ame time h e never

sh owed t h e p eculi a r love f or t he .ri: n g lis h Church which
distin guished h is intima te friend and p oli tical disciple, George Herbert, who dwelt fondly on every
det a il of its order and ceremonies.

Donne's eyes

were fixed on a wi der vision of one gre a t united
Ch ristian Church, an d the divisions of Christendom
vexed h is soul a s they never vexed Herbert's .

His

devotion was given, not to any . one branch of the
Ch urch, bu t to the i deal figure of the Bri de of Ch rist
wh o should one d ay be revealed with her torn and
IE . M. Simpson: " A Study of the Pro se Works of
John Donne," p. 86 f.
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soiled garments re p l a ced by the stainless robe of
perfect unity."

.

We that heard him, to ourselves did faine

Golden Chrysostame was ali ve again. III

"Such wa s t h y c a rri a ge, and t hy ge sture such ,
As could divide the h eart, and conscience touch .
Th y mot i on did confute, and wee mi ght see

An error Nanquishtd by delivery.

In s uch te mp er woul d t h y sermons flow,
So well d id Doctrine, an d thy lan guage s how,
An d had thy holy feare, as, hearin g t hee,
The Court would mend, a nd a good Ch ri oti aYl bee ... 2

If the business of the preacher is to know God
a n d to brin g a true k nowled ge of God to men, then
John Donne deserves the name, a nd h is devotion to and
success in his t a sk have e a r n ed for h im a worthy
place in the galaxy of servants of the Christ in all
ages.
lR. Busby: IIIn Uemory of Dr. Don ne, II Q,uoted in
full in Simpson: itA Study of t h e P rose Works of John
Donne." p. 239 f.
2J aspe r Uayne: It On Dr. Donne t s De a th . \I Simp s on,
p. 240.
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DONNE'S PLACE IN LI TERATURE

In the field of poetry, Donne's works consist
of satires, e p istles, elegies, re ligious poems, and
e p i grams .

Satire was h is first choice, and Donne is

probably second only to

Lod~

in p oint of time in

English satire, Joseph Hall, whose works were published
first of the three, being third.

But it seems certain

that Donne was not aware that others were attempting
the same t.1-J.ing, hence he may be consi dered a pioneer
in the field.
His satires (there are seven in number) are important because of their beauty and force, as well
as their priority.
II]

In s a tire

VI he says:

en vrri te th a t love and reason disagree,

But I ne'er saw it exprest as 'ti s in thee,
We 11, I may lead thee, God must make thee see;
But thine eyes blind too, there's no hope for thee.
Thou sayst she's vli se and wi tty, fair and free;
All these are reason why she sl.1.ould scorn thee."
There are many p l a ces in h is satires, h oweve r, as
we 11 as in hi {) other p oetry. where Donne has so succeeded in veilin g his t h ought that one reads and un-
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derstands as one on the borderland between consciousness and unconsciousness .

Those lines which rre clear,

however, strike h ome \'lith [ re a t force, and often combine deep thou eh t \'lith be autiful construction.
There are t h irty-six of h i s epi stles

record~d

in

the 1781 edition of " The P oetical Works of Dr . Joh n
Donne, II British Poet s series .

These were written to

v Lirious peop le with wh om Donne was intim a te, a nd t:hey
give us a n insi ght into Donne ' s f riendships .

They

often sparkle with humor (e . g . . " The Storm" ) and
rare b its of Donne ' s p hilosop hy are to be found in
them , for examp le :
" Reason is our soul ' s left hand; F a i th her right;
By these we reach divinity.

"

("To the Countess of Bedford. II)
While at the home of Lor d Th oma s

~ g erton,

Donne

be gan h is " The Pro gress of t h e Soul, " with the p u rpose of writin g , as Gosse says, " a metaphysical narrative in

verse in a manner which sh ould remind his

readers of no previous work ." 1

After wr iting some

five hundred lines, Donne quit work on it .

It is very

sensu ous a nd un-Ch ri sti an , and in h is late r li fe Donne
wished i t destroyed.
Of h i s Di vine P oems, IS rhap s h i s Holy Sonnets a re
I Gosse: "Life and Letters of John Donne," vol.
1, p . 131.
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the most important.

There are twenty-six of these ar-

ranged in the ' regular style of three quatrains and a
couplet. but, while they contain some remarkable poetry,
not one of them can be consi dered faultless.
Among his miscellaneous poems, songs and sonnets,
some of the most important are: "Loves Growth," one
beginning:
"Swee t Love, I do not go
For wearine S8 of thee,"
"The Undertaking," "A Valedi cti on Forbi dding Mourning, "
one beginning:
"Go and catch a falling star .

"

"Lover's Infiniteness," "The Dream," and "Loves Deity."
As poets, Donne and Browning have often been considered the only two in English literature who stand
without an ce stors .

"Donne would be original at all

costs," says Symons, 1 "preferring himse If to hi s art.
He

treated poetry as

esop's master treated his slave,

and broke what he c auld no t bend."
Of Donne as a satirist. The Cambridge History of
English Liter ature 2 says that he "is, whether actually
the first in time or not, the first who deserves attention. the first Whose work is in the line of later

p.

IIlFigures of Seve ral. Centuries." Arthur Symons .
f.
Vol. lv. p . 227 .

9~
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development, the only one of the sixteenth century satir ists whose influence is still tr a ceable in Dryden and
Pope .

"Reli gio Laici" is indebted for some of its most

char a cteri sti c arguments to Donne I s "kind pi ty checks
and spleen"; and Pope found in Donne a satirist whose
style and te mper were closer in essential respects to
h i s own than t h o Be of the suave and urbane Horace.
In t h e s ame work, 1 Donne is called

It

tI

the poe t wh o

challenged and br oke the supremacy of the Pe trarchi an
tradition.

• . . With Donne begins a new era in the

history of the E nglish l ove lyric, the full importance
of which is not exhausted when one r e co gnizes in Donne
the source of the ' Met aphysica l' lyric as it flourished
f rom Ca rew to Rochester . "
Among Donne's immedi a te followers in p oetry may
be nunbered Henry Kin g , George and Edward Herbert,
Richard Corbet and Jasper Mayne.

All these accepted

and followed Donne in his lifetime.
Crashaw was the most illustrious of h is indirect
followers, according to Gosse's estimate. 2

.And of

Dryden, he says, 3 "No one who studies that remarkable
and now ne glected poem, the ".Annus Mirabilis," can
fail to notice the paramount p restige which Donne ex-

IV,

IThe Cambri dge Hi story of Engli sh Li terature, vol.
226.
Gosse: "Life and Letters of John Donne," vol. 2,

~.

p . 3~7.

Ibid, vol. 2, p . 349.
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ercised over the youthful mind of Dryden.

The

weight of t::ae lives, the intensity which the wri ter ende avors to p re ss into them , the violence and startling
nature of the illustrations, and, above all, the constant reference to images essentially modern and r ealistic, all this is due to no other model trum Donne."
Gosse goes on to say that di rect trace s of 1mi ta ti on
of Donne, in the verse of Dryden, disappear after 1667.
Dryden once called Donne "the greatest wit, though
not the best poet , in our nation."
If we are to accept Ben Jonson's jud@llent that "all
his best pieces were written ere he

w~ s

twenty-five

years old," the years 1593-1598 were his best years as
a lyrical poet.
Gosse l sums up Donne's innovations in poetry as,
first , a redundancy of intellectual suggestion.

liThe

Elizabethan p oet had held up a mirror to nature; Donne
. . . s h ivered the glass, and preserved a reflection
from each several fragment."

Second, the absence of

all conventional or historical ornament.

He draws

his illustration from chemistry, medicine, law, mechanics, astrology, religious ritual, daily human
busine ss of every sort."
There is no record of Donne's associating with
IGosse: "Life and Letters of John Donne, II vol.
2, p . 340 f.
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any of his poet contemp oraries save Ben Jonson who
considered him "the first poet of the worl d in sCJtle
t h ings."

'Of Drayton, who was intima tely connected

with the household of

Donne~s

friend, Sir Henry Good-

yer, there is nothing said at all, and the same silence greets us with reference to Samuel Daniel, with
whom Donne was, with out doubt, acqu a inted.
In estimating Donne's position as a poet, "The
Cambridge History,"l says: "For evil and for good,
Donne is the most shaping and determining influence
that meets us in passing from the sixteenth to the
seventeenth century.

In certain a.spects

0

f mind and

training the most medieval, in ' temper the most mo dern,
of his contemp oraries, he is, with the radically more
pedantic and neo-classical Jonson, at once the chief
inspirer of his youn ger contemp oraries and successors,
and the most potent herald and pioneer of the school
of poetic argument and eloquence."
Of Donne's prose works, "Juvenilia," or IIPara-

doxes and P roblems, II comes first, but its exact date
is not known.

There are eleven paradoxes dealing with

such subj ects as "A Defence of Women's Inconstancy,"
IIThat Women ought to Paint," and "That only Cowards
1 The Cambridge History of English Literature,"
Vol. IV, p. 227.
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dare Dye"; and ten prob lems whi ch are generally shorter
than the paradoxes, but have largely the same tone of
cynical levity.

Donne was apparently ashamed of these

long before his ordination. 1
"Biathanatos" was likely written, as I have shown
in Chapter I, in 1608, when Donne's outlook on life
was very discouraging.
parts.

The book is divided into three

In the first part, he argues that suicide can-

not always be said to be against the law of nature, because the law of self-preservation ought to be broken
at times, as in the c ase of the pelican which sacrifices itself to feed its young.

In the second part

he deals with the civil and canon laws concerning suicide; and in part three he considers the Law of God,
admitting that the

Si~h

Commandment is a general pro-

hibition of the act.
"Pseudo-Martyr" was wri tten in 1609, and was published in 1610, the first of his prose works to be
printed.

In this work , Donne's quarrel with the Roman

Church is over the question whether Catholics should
take the Oath of Allegiance.

He does not go into the

11'Juvenilia," IIBiathanatos, " IIPseudo-Martyr,"
"Ignatius his Conclave," and "Es s ays in Divinityll
have not been available in my studies except in excerpts in treati ses on Donne's works . Hence, my
estim ate s are lurge ly based on the conc lusi ons of
others.
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tenets of Rome, but the burden of his proof is that
t h ose who suffer for refusing to take the oath are
not martyrs at all.

He holds that all self-sacrifice

is not virtuous, and if in vain and erroneous, it may
become sinful and suicidal.

In tne closin g wOrds of

his preface Donne rises to something of the eloquence
of the future Dean of st. Paul's as he pleads with
those who hold to the Catholic faith, remembering them
wi th hi s own soul in prayers

II

that your obedience here

may prepare your admission into the heavenly Hierusalem, and that by the same obe dience, your days may
be long in the land which the Lord your God hath
given you .

.Amen. I I I

The fourth of Donne's

prose works, "Conclave

l'gnatii" or "Ignatius his Conclave," written in 1611,
is

a series of squibs composed of "bitter jests and

skirmishings" aimed at the Jesuits.

In this satiric

work Donne imagines himself in a dream vi siting the
lower regions, and there he sees Ignatius acting as
chief adviser to Lucifer, and intriguing to hold his
position.
Donne's liThe Essays in Divinity" was probably
written in 1614 or 1615, and was published in 1651.

lFrom an excerpt from "Pseudo-Martyr" gi ven by
E. M. Simpson: "A Study of the Prose Work s of John
Donne, lip. 177.
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Gosse calle this "the least attractive of Donne' e
published works. II
The IlDevotions upon Emergent Occasions" were
compiled during Donne's dangerous illness in the
winter of 1623 and printed in 1624.

"In these the

rich sustained eloquence of the 'Sermons' is lacking,
but in other respects the prose of these 'Devotions'
shows the unusual features of Donne's style--the brilliant display of metaphysical wi t, Vii th its far-fetched
allusions and similes, the brumense amount of learning
of all kinds, the de li ght in the paradox, and the
passionate sincerity which gives life to even the
most fantastic exercises of Donne's intellect."l
There are about two hundred of Donne's letters
available to-day.

They are important in giving us an

understanding of Donne 's character, and yet they are
far from being as intimate as one would like .

They

do not hold the place in literature that the letters
of Cowper and Lamb do, nor are they equal in prose
value to some of Donne's other works .
Donne's Sermons have already been considered and
it only remains to give their value as prose literature.

Mrs . Simpson sums up several opinions in say-

ing that "the value of his other works is largely hislSimpson: "A Study of the Prose Works of John
Donne J" p. 226.
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torica1 and antiquarian; it is in virtue of the 'Sermons' that he takes his place among the greatest masters of En glish prose.
sermons as his poems

'They are as unlike any

~ther

are unlike any other poetry,'

sai d Charles Eliot Norton, and thi s jud@D.ent is but
the echo of earlier and greater critics, such as
Coleridge, vlho was a lover of Donne and once asked,
'Why is not Donne's volume of sermons reprinted at
Oxford?' It 1
"Donne's fame as a prose writer rests . . . on
his sermons.

His reputation as a preacher was, prob-

ably, wider than a s a poet, and both contributed to
hi s most di stincti ve and generally admi tted ti t1e to
fame as the greatest wit of his

a~,

in the fullest

sen se of the word." 2

I

have not tried to picture Donne as faultless.

His life" his poetry, his prose writings and his
sermons are all full of faults, flaws of construction in his poetry, improprieties in his life, obscurity of thou gh t and sensuality.

.And yet, with

every fault there is an over-balancing virtue which

lE. M. Simpson: II A Study of the Prose Works of
John Donne," p. 234, quoting "Table Talk." 1. 168
(1835 e di ti on) .
2 "The Cambridge Hi story of English Li terature,
vol. IV, p. 251.

It
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grips and keeps our interest .

"Splendid and obscure

he was," Gosse concludes,l "in the extreme versatility
and passion, the profundity, the saintliness, the mystery of his inscrutable character.

No one, in the

history of English literature, as it seems to me, is
50

difficult to realise, so impossible to measure, in

the vast curves of h is extraordinary and contradictory
features.

. . • He was not the crystal-hearted saint

that Walton adored and exalted.

He was not the crafty

and redoubtable courtier whom the recusants suspected.
He was not the prophet of the intricacies of fleshly
I

feeling whom the young poets looked up to and worshipped.
more.

He was none of these, or all of these, or

'Vhat was he?

It is impossible to say, for,

with all his superficial expansion, his secret
with him.

We

d~ed

are tempted to declare that of all

great men he is tm one of whom least is essentially
known.

Is not t his, perhaps, the secret of his per-

ennial fascination?"
?

In speaking of the friends of Sir Henry Wotton,
Izaak Walton 2 says:

"Yet I must not omit the mention

of a love that was there (at Oxford) begun between

lGosse: "Life and Letters of John Donne, \I vol.
2, P;.. 290 f.

GWalton: "Life of Wotton, Lives, etc." 1898,
London ex. p. 134.
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him and Dr . Donne, sometime Dean of st . Paul's; a
man whose abi Ii tie s I shall forbear to say anything,
because he who is of this nation, and pretends to
learning or integrity, and is ignorant of Dr. Donne,
deserves not to know him.

II
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